The paper analyzes the causal linkage between transaction costs and financial volatility under two methodological improvements over the existing literature. First, we use panel data in which exogenous transaction cost differences in the French stock market are induced by price level dependent minimum price variation rules (tick size rules). Unlike in previous studies based on one-time regulatory tick size changes (like the U.S. decimalization), we can separately identify and control for market-wide volatility changes. Second, we avoid the pitfalls of biased volatility measurement across regimes by using the range as a tick size robust volatility metric. Panel regressions controlling for market-wide volatility effects show at high levels of statistical significance that the (log) range volatility of individual stocks increases by more than 20 percent for a 20 percent exogenous increase in transaction costs due to tick size variations in the French trading system. In the light of this evidence, higher transaction costs in general, and security transaction taxes in particular, should be considered as volatility increasing. 
diminished stock trading costs. 1 At the same time, individual stock volatility appears to have increased in the U.S. (Campbell, et al. (2001) ). It is unclear if there is a causal link here or just coincidence. Second, transaction costs are influenced by the microstructure organization of the market. The introduction of smaller pricing grids (ticks) in the U.S.
with price steps of 1/16th of a dollar instead of 1/8th appears to have reduced transaction costs for the majority of investors. The introduction of decimal quotation in 2001 further reduced transaction costs for small trades in the NYSE and Nasdaq (Bessembinder, 2002) .
Does this regulatory transaction cost benefit come at the expense of higher stock price volatility or do we obtain more price stability at the same time? Third, transaction costs sometimes include a tax component. While security transaction taxes generally decreased in the 1990s, they remain, nevertheless, important in a few countries like the U.K. 2 Moreover, parts of the anti-globalization movement have elevated global security transaction taxes to one of their policy objectives. The policy debate about financial market stability seems to evolve around convictions rather than sound evidence.
Previous research on the nexus between transaction costs and stock price volatility suffers from two major shortcomings. First, many studies focus on one-time market-wide regulatory modifications of the tick size regime like the introduction of decimal quotation. The analysis therefore lacks a proper panel data structure which identifies the policy event separately from a fixed time effect. This data structure makes any volatility inference problematic under time varying volatility. A single intertemporal change in volatility can in principle explain the evidence. By contrast, our data features a panel structure in which intertemporal changes in volatility are separately identified and controlled for. The second and more important shortcoming of the existing literature concerns the volatility measurement itself. Volatility is measured by the standard deviation of midpoint returns and this volatility metric is biased across tick size regimes. 3 Moreover, this volatility measurement bias goes in the direction of the "evidence". A larger pricing grid increases the dispersion of the rounding error between the true latent price and closest grid price.
A larger dispersion of this rounding error implies a larger dispersion of the quoted midprice return and consequently a larger standard deviation measurement under large ticks.
Previous findings in support of a lower standard deviation for the midprice return after a tick size decrease may represent a measurement artefact which is uninformative about the true underlying volatility change. By contrast, our own volatility inference is based on the range of the midprice. The average range constitutes a tick size robust volatility metric because return increasing and decreasing rounding errors cancel. Hence, a higher dispersion of the rounding error under larger ticks is without consequence for the average range measure. Unlike previous work, our paper provides both strong and robust evidence on the causal link between transaction costs and financial volatility. 4 We use a large data set on the French stock transactions between 1995 and 1999 to
show that higher transaction costs increase stock return volatility. During this period, French stocks were subject to an important transaction cost increase whenever their price moved above the French francs (FF) 500 price threshold. Above FF 500, the minimal tick size for quotes in the centralized electronic order book increased by a factor of 10 from FF 0.1 to FF 1. The smallest feasible percentage spread for stock quotation, therefore, increased from 2 to 20 basis points. We document that the 20 basis point spread is indeed frequently binding for stock prices above FF 500, and therefore constitutes an exogenous cost component induced by the pricing grid of the electronic order book. The data structure here is different from those in previous event studies on regulatory modifications of the tick size regime. Market-wide tick size modifications do not allow us to distinguish the volatility effect of a transaction costs change from a fixed time effect. However, in the French data, the tick size discontinuity occurs with respect to the stock price. It does not feature an intertemporal change in tick size regulation. The transaction cost effect is therefore separately identified relative to fixed time effects. French stock market regulation thus provides an ideal natural experiment on the role of transaction costs for stock return volatility.
Our sample selection consists of all CAC40 index stocks which trade in the price interval from FF 400 to FF 600 over the 4-year period from January 1995 to December 1998. Effective spread measurements on approximately 4.7 million trades show that the median effective spread is 20 percent higher for stocks with prices just above FF 500.
This finding is not new and corresponds to qualitatively similar results in the existing literature. For the same stock sample, we record the quoted midprice defined as the arithmetic average of the best bid and ask price. This midprice is used to calculate the percentage range defined as the difference between the highest and the lowest midprice relative to the midpoint between these two values. Unlike the standard deviation of returns used in previous work, the range provides a volatility measure which is unbiased across tick size regimes. Panel regressions show that the log hourly percentage range is more than 20 percent higher for the stocks trading at prices above FF 500 after controlling for market-wide volatility effects. Our volatility inference is based on 47,213 hourly range measurements and the result is obtained at a high level of statistical significance.
We also explore the natural experiment in its conditional dimension with respect to market-wide volatility. Low market wide volatility, measured by the volatility of the stock index, generally reduces spreads on individual stocks. The minimum feasible spread of 20 basis points just above FF 500 therefore tends to become more frequently binding for the quoted spreads. Low index volatility should therefore accentuate the transaction cost and volatility differential between the two regimes. It is straightforward to show that, on trading days with below average index volatility, stocks in the large tick regime have a 51 percent higher median effective spread compared to 3 percent on days of high index volatility. In accordance with the positive relationship between transaction costs and volatility, we find that the range-based volatility differential between the tick regimes considerably increases under low index volatility. The conditional analysis, therefore, re-enforces the unconditional result.
Our evidence directly bears on the historical debate about the (de-)stabilizing role of short-term speculation. Higher transaction costs fall disproportionately on short-term speculators. Their speculative activity is clearly discouraged by higher transaction costs.
But whether reduced speculation by short-term traders increases or reduces price volatility has always been controversial. Our evidence that lower transaction costs stabilize prices can therefore be interpreted as a rehabilitation of the short-term speculator. Reduced transaction costs increase his incentive for intertemporal speculation. Short-term speculation appears generally to be price stabilizing as conjectured by Friedman (1953) , Miller (1991) and others.
The following section discusses the existing literature on the nexus between transaction costs and price volatility and the role of tick size regulation. We also explain how our results relate to the volatility effect of a security transaction tax. Section 2 introduces the institutional framework of the French stock market. We discuss in particular its tick size regime and the electronic trading system. Section 3 discusses the publicly available microdata and our sample selection. Methodological issues of spread and volatility measurement are discussed in section 4. Section 5 presents the empirical results for effective spreads and price volatility. Section 6 concludes.
1 Literature
Nexus between Transaction Costs and Volatility
The theoretical literature provides little guidance as to the relationship between transaction costs and financial price volatility. Some economists, such as Tobin (1978 Tobin ( , 1984 , Stiglitz (1989) , Summers and Summers (1989) , Eichengreen, Tobin and Wyploz (1995) conjectured that higher transaction costs discourage destabilizing investors with short-run horizons while being less costly for stabilizing investors with long-run horizons. Higher trading costs may privilege trading based on economic fundamentals. The opposing view is articulated by Friedman (1953) , who argues that speculative behavior is generally price stabilizing irrespective of the time horizon. Miller (1991) , Schwert and Seguin (1993) , Dooley (1996) , among others, suggest that short-term speculation may be as beneficial as investment behavior based on a longer time horizon. 5 The relative merits of these opposing views need to be judged in the light of the empirical evidence. authors find a reduction in the market volatility in the year following the deregulation, but the same volatility decrease, although less pronounced, was also registered for the previously unregulated Nasdaq market. Overall, the time series evidence is at best weak.
A more powerful statistical strategy consists in the analysis of regulatory changes which concern the tick size regime of a stock markets. Ronen and Weaver (2001) find that the market-wide adoption of $1/16 ticks decrease return volatility (measured by the standard deviation) along with transaction costs. Similarly, Bessembinder (2002) documents that the introduction of decimal quotation in the NYSE and the Nasdaq in 2001 reduce both transaction costs and the standard deviation of midprice returns. Both studies claim therefore a positive linkage between transaction costs and financial price volatility. However, the volatility decreases after the tick size reduction can in principle be explained by an independent market-wide volatility decrease. Inference based on a single regulatory event remains therefore problematic. More problematic still is the measurement of the volatility by the standard deviation of midprice returns. This volatility measure can be severely biased across tick size regimes and this measurement bias could explain the result.
Studies based on panel data should in principle provide the clearest evidence. An example is Bessembinder (2001) , who examines the tick size discontinuity in the Nasdaq at $10 per share in 1995. 6 Stocks below $10 per share exhibit smaller percentage ticks and lower transaction costs. The data structure here is similar to our own data. Unfortunately, 
Ticks in the Literature
The literature on market microstructure has produced a large number of studies on the role of tick size for transaction costs. Two effects can be distinguished. First, bid-ask spreads may often come relatively close to the average tick size (Angel (1997) (Bessembinder (2002) ). While transaction costs generally decrease along with the tick size, this benefit may mostly accrue to investors and speculators with small and medium size orders. For institutional investors with very large orders, the reduction in market depth may outweigh the benefit of narrower spreads (Jones and Lipson (1999, 2000) ). However, short-term speculators are certainly free to choose their optimal trade size. They can therefore unambiguously reduce their trading costs in a trading environment with smaller ticks.
Tick Size Effects and Security Transaction Taxes
Can tick size effects serve as an experiment to evaluate the volatility effect of a security transaction tax? On the liquidity demand side, it certainly makes no difference if the transaction cost increase originates in tick size regulation or in a security transaction tax 7 Unlike in the Paris Bourse, the Nasdaq tick size change from 1/32th to 1/8th at prices of US$10 is based on a market convention rather than imposed by the trading system. with the same spread increase. Hence, demand side effects are equivalent. However, the same does not hold for the liquidity suppliers or brokers, for whom a security transaction tax is different from a binding tick size constraint. While a tax is a rent for the tax authority, binding tick size regulation constitutes a rent for the liquidity suppliers.
The latter makes liquidity provision more profitable and may generate a more liquid market. This results in higher market depth documented by Goldstein and Kavajecz (2000) for the NYSE and Ahn, Cao and Choe (1998) for the Toronto Stock Exchange. 8 Greater market depth should generally reduce volatility because of a lower price impact of large market orders. The positive liquidity supply effect of a tick size increase is absent if the larger spread is induced by a security transaction tax. In this case, the liquidity provision (through limit order submission) itself is subject to taxation, and no increase in liquidity provision can be expected. These considerations lead us to conclude that security transaction taxes generate more price volatility than binding tick size regulation for a similar increase in spreads. The volatility effects of higher transaction costs estimated in our study should therefore be interpreted as a lower limit for the volatility increase due to a security transaction tax.
The Tick Size Regimes
Investors can submit limit orders at any price on a prespecified pricing grid, defined by the tick size. This tick size, that is, the minimum price step between two prices accepted by the trading system, depends upon the price level of the security. For prices below French francs (FF) 5, the tick size is FF 0.01; for prices between FF 5 and FF 100 the tick size is FF 0.05; for prices between FF 100 and FF 500 the tick size is FF 0.1; for prices between FF 500 and FF 5,000 the tick size is FF 1; and above FF 5,000 the tick size is Statistical inference based on the step function of the pricing grid provides a better natural experiment compared to market-wide tick size reform, which subjects all stock (or entire stock groups) to a one-time tick size modification. By contrast, grid size step functions imply that the spread constraint operates on a random subsample of stocks with the unconstrained stocks available as a control group. We can therefore distinguish the transaction cost effect on volatility from other market wide-volatility shocks.
The tick size regime of the French stock market was modified with the introduction of euro quotations on January 2, 1999. 11 The minimum percentage spread can no longer 10 By comparison, the tick size jump from 1/32th to 1/8th at US$10 in the Nasdaq market prior to 1997 is based on an informal market convention rather a rule imposed by the trading system. Moreover, it concerns mostly small and illiquid stocks. Also, the NYSE tick size breakpoint at 1 dollar is irrelevant for most stocks. 11 The new euro price grid was designed to limit the maximal percentage ticks size at 10 basis points. Tick size for prices below C = 50 is C = 0.01; for prices between C = 50 and C = 100 the tick size becomes C = exceed 10 basis points compared to 20 basis points before 1999. This suggests that we focus our empirical analysis on the period prior to the introduction of the euro when tick size regulation was more likely to impose a constraint on the quoted spread. 12 
The Trading System
Like most electronic markets, the Paris Bourse enforces price and time priority. Orders are executed at the best available price. If two limit orders offer the same price, execution preference is given to the limit order which arrives first. The electronic order book itself is very transparent. Information on the five best bid and ask prices and the number of shares demanded or offered at each of these prices is continuously available to the public.
Brokers can observe the entire limit order book and the identification codes of the brokers placing orders.
An exception to full order book transparency are so-called "hidden orders". These are orders for which only a fraction of the available liquidity appears on the trading screen.
For example, a hidden order may consist of a sell of 10,000 shares, but the seller allows only 1,000 shares to become visible on the screen. The remaining 9,000 shares are in this sense "hidden" in the electronic book. The invisible fraction of the order preserves price priority, but not time priority. Once the visible fraction of 1,000 shares has been fully executed, another 1,000 shares of the hidden order fraction become automatically visible.
The visible part of a hidden order is required to amount to at least 10 times the minimum tradable quantity in a stock. Hidden orders allow traders to choose the transparency of their trading strategy. They are particularly useful to traders with the need to conceal trading intentions on large quantities. 13 One specificity of the trading system is the treatment of "market orders" without a limit price. The CAC trading system treats them automatically as limit orders at the 0.05; for prices between C = 100 and C = 500 the tick size is C = 0.1; and for prices above C = 500 the tick size is C = 0.5. The empirically most relevant tick size discontinuity at around C = 50 is now reduced to a grid factor of 5.
12 Compare Bourghelle and Declerck (2002) for a study on market liquidity changes at the Paris Bourse related to the transition to the euro tick regime. 13 For an analysis of the role of hidden orders at the Paris Bourse, see Harris (1996) .
best momentarily available price. Execution is therefore partial if the demand exceeds the available liquidity at the best price. The non-executed fraction of such an order is transformed into a limit order. However, traders can always obtain full execution by selecting a sufficiently unfavorable limit price.
Essentially, all trades are executed at prices in the electronic book, except pre-matched block trades, which are subject to special rules. If the pre-matched block trades occur at or inside the current spread, they can bypass the limit order book. If they occur outside the current spread, the priority of the previously posted limit order is respected. 
Data and Sample Selection
The Paris Bourse publicly provides comprehensive historical microdata on best limit quotes and security transactions. 15 Our data selection is motivated by two concerns.
First, tick size regime induced transaction cost differences are likely to be most relevant for large and highly liquid stocks. These tend to have relatively small transaction costs and the tick size constraint for spread quotation is more frequently binding. We therefore limit our analysis to the stocks in the CAC40 index comprising the 40 largest and most liquid French stocks. CAC40 stocks account for approximately 64 percent of all transactions in our data period. Second, the transition to the euro quotation of stock prices in 1999 also brought a modification of the tick size regime toward a smaller tick size. Statistical identification of an exogenous transaction cost effect is therefore better assured by using data prior to January 1999. We focus our analysis on 4 years of microdata from January 1995 to December 1998.
Nevertheless, 4 years of quote and transaction data for all CAC40 stocks still exceeds our data processing possibilities. We therefore choose to observe only those CAC40 stocks which are quoted in a price window around the tick size discontinuity at FF 500, namely between FF 400 and FF 600. The tick size constraint for the minimal percentage spread is obviously most severe directly above FF 500 and least so directly below. As stock prices move away from the FF 500 threshold, the two tick regimes become more similar in terms of their minimal feasible percentage spread. For example, a tick size of FF 1 at a stock price of FF 1,000 allows for a 10 basis point percentage spread, just as a tick size of FF 0.1 for a stock price of FF 100. The choice of a relatively small price window from FF 400
to FF 600 limits the number of observations and focuses on those observations for which the tick size regulation is most discriminatory.
All data are obtained directly from the Paris Bourse on monthly CD-ROMs which combine a variety of data files on transactions and quotes in different market segments.
We match two of these files to calculate effective spreads for individual trades. Since our data selection criterion is based on both a stock belonging to the CAC40 index and a particular price range, it is useful to first provide an overview of the resulting stock sample. Table I 
Methodology
This section discusses the transaction cost and volatility measurement. Our statistical methodology consists in a straightforward comparison of transaction costs and range volatility for stock observations in the two tick size regimes. We refine the volatility analysis with panel regressions controlling for stock specific effects, intraday volatility patterns, and volatility autocorrelation.
Transaction Cost Measurement
The transaction cost measurement follows standard conventions. For individual trades and subtrades, we calculate the effective spreads as twice the distance from the midprice measured in basis points. For a transaction price P T and a midprice P M as the arithmetic average of the best bid and ask price, we obtain the effective spread (in basis points) as
To obtain a more Gaussian distribution, we use a (natural) logarithmic transformation and define the log effective spread as
Alternatively, we can measure transaction costs for executed orders. A single order might be executed in n subtrades against limit prices P T 1 , P T 2 , ..., P T n with corresponding quantities V 1 , V 2 , ..., V n . We denote the executed order volume as V = P n i=1 V i . The effective transaction price follows as the value weighted average of the traded prices, 
Range-based Volatility Measurement
The accurate measurement of stock price volatility is crucial for our analysis. The French stock market provides us not only with a record of all transaction prices, but also with data on the best bid and ask price. Best bid and ask quotes can be used to calculate the midprice as the arithmetic average throughout the trading day. Price measurement based on the midprice of the best quoted bid and ask price alleviates so-called bid-ask bounce effects inherent in the transaction prices. Such bid-ask bounce effects are likely to depend on the minimum tick size and would therefore distort the volatility comparison across tick size regimes.
But even a volatility measure based on the midprice may not be robust to differences in the tick size. This is important since we compare volatility measurements across different tick size regimes. For example, the standard deviation of midprice returns suffers from a tick size distortions and therefore does not constitute a suitable volatility measure in 17 For a transaction cost analysis of large institutional traders, see Jones and Lipson (1999, 2000) .
our experiment. 18 To illustrate this point, consider two tick size regimes for which the midprice return can move in steps of 10 and 20 basis points, respectively. For simplicity, we only consider one latent midprice path which increases by 10 basis points in period 1 and decreases by 10 basis points in period 2. The average return over both periods is therefore zero. Under the small tick regime, the first period contributes squared returns range is therefore robust to the change in the tick size, while the standard deviation is not. Generally, discreteness-induced rounding errors induce an upward measurement bias for volatility whenever the volatility metric is convex in the rounding error. In this case return increasing rounding errors enter the volatility metric more strongly than return decreasing rounding errors.
The average range is not only a tick size robust volatility metric, it is also a highly efficient volatility measure as shown by Alizadeh, et al. (2002) . Moreover, the natural logarithm of the range features a near Gaussian distribution, and therefore represents a particularly attractive volatility measure for panel regressions. Formally, we define 18 The same tick size sensitivity applies to realized volatility defined as the sum of squared midprice returns. For a discussion of realized volatility see Andersen, et al. (2001) . the percentage range (in basis points) as the difference between the highest and lowest midprice over a fixed interval I t relative to their range midpoint, hence
The range measure can be zero for a quoted midprice which is constant over the respective time interval. To allow for a log transformation, we add a small constant to the range which corresponds to 10 basis points. 19 The log range is then defined as 
Evidence

Transaction Cost Evidence
Transaction costs can be measured with respect to either trades or executed orders. In the latter case, we group all subtrades resulting from the same order into one single transaction. We count a total of 4,696,422 trades and 2,918,829 executed orders. Excluded in this count are pre-matched trades (1.15 percent of all trades) and all trades in the opening auction for which we cannot calculate the midprice (8.95 percent of all trades). It is instructive to visualize the distribution of log effective spreads. Figure 1 Figure 3 provides the analogous density plot for the effective spread on executed orders, which closely resembles the corresponding plot for trades.
Next, we examine the spread distribution for executed orders conditional on index volatility. The volatility of the CAC40 index is measured as daily log realized volatility over 5-minute return intervals. The 4-year period is split into trading days of below and above average index volatility. Table III shows, in panels A and B, the transaction cost distribution for the low and high volatility days, respectively. Since low market-wide volatility tends to decrease spreads, we expect the tick size constraint to become more binding and accentuate the regime difference. Indeed, for low index volatility, the median effective spread in the large tick regime is 51 percent (≈ e −1.6762+2.0885 − 1) larger than for the small tick regime. Conditional on the sample of high index volatility days, we find a median spread increase of only 3 percent (≈ e −1.6724+1.7038 − 1). The mean log effective spreads under low (high) market volatility are −2.115 (−1.827) and −1.473 (−1.401) for small and large ticks, respectively. The tick size constraint is therefore more severely binding on days of low market-wide volatility.
We can also illustrate the conditional regime difference graphically. Figure 4 shows the mean log effective spread for executed orders by regime as a function of the log realized index volatility. We use a non-parametric kernel estimator to average over 1,587,683 and 1,331,146 spread observations in the small and large tick regimes, respectively. Only 5,000 randomly drawn spread observations are plotted to illustrate the spread distribution.
The regime difference for the mean log effective spread decreases as the index volatility increases. This shows again that the tick size constraint is most binding under low index volatility.
These results clearly show that the tick size constraint in the French stock market is frequently binding for CAC40 index stocks with prices above FF 500, and comes with a statistical and economically significant transaction cost increase. Moreover, the constraint is most binding and therefore inflates transaction costs more whenever the overall market volatility is low. Based on this exogenous transaction cost identification, we can now proceed to explore the volatility implications.
Volatility Evidence
The continuous price record of the Paris Bourse allows us a very precise volatility measurement. Table IV provides the summary statistics on the hourly log range for each individual stock in the sample set by tick regime. Of the 21 stocks subject to both tick regimes, 19 show a higher mean for the log range in the large tick regime. Overall, the mean log range is −0.542 for small ticks compared to −0.423 for large ticks. The skewdness and kurtosis parameters indicate that the distribution of the log range is approximately normal for both the small and large tick subsamples. Table V states the volatility centiles by regime, together with a 1 percent confidence interval. The large tick regime has a significantly higher log range for every percentile except the 1 percent percentile. Hourly range measures with no price movements are more frequent in the large tick regime than in the small tick regime. Apart from this irregularity at the first percentile, however, we find that the volatility is strictly higher for large ticks. Figure 5 shows the cumulative distribution of the log range by tick size regime. The large tick cumulative distribution is strictly to the right of the small tick cumulative distribution above the 2 percent quantile.
We conclude that larger ticks increase price volatility measured by the log range. The median increase in the range amounts to 16 percent (e −0.4160+0.5667 − 1 ≈ 0.1626). This represents an economically significant increase which is of the same magnitude as the transaction cost increase.
It is again interesting to explore the conditional distribution of the range volatility. In particular, we seek to determine whether the volatility effect is more pronounced conditional on low market-wide volatility. Since the regime differential with respect to transaction costs is larger for low volatility days, the same should apply to individual stock volatility if transaction costs and volatility feature a positive structural link. We use a non-parametric kernel estimator to compute the mean log range of the sample stocks (by tick regime) as a function of the hourly log range of the CAC40 index. Figure 6 shows the small tick mean as a solid and the large tick mean as a dashed line through 47,213 hourly volatility observations (of which only 5000 observations are plotted). The graph reveals that the volatility increase of large ticks is indeed strongest under low index volatility just when transaction costs, due to the tick constraint, are most inflated.
Finally, we confirm these findings with a formal panel regression analysis in Table   VI . The most parsimonious specification (specification I) regresses the hourly volatility measures (LRANGE) on a regime dummy for large ticks (TICK DUMMY), fixed effects for each intraday trading hour (not reported) and fixed or random effects for each stock.
The regime dummy is highly significant and quantitatively similar for both fixed and random effects. A coefficient of 0.27 amounts to a 27 percent increase in the log range volatility. However, the Hausman test rejects equality of the coefficients between the fixed and random effect specifications at a 1 percent significance level. Regression specification II includes current and lagged hourly index volatility (INDEXVOL) as an independent variable. Hourly index volatility is measured by the demeaned log range of the CAC40 index over every full trading hour. Controlling for market-wide volatility, we obtain a much better regression fit with an overall pseudo R-square of 0.386. The regime dummy is approximately 0.22 under both fixed and random effects. However, the Hausman test again rejects the equivalence of the random and fixed effect estimates at a 1 percent level.
A likely specification problem resides in the autocorrelation of stock volatility. We therefore augment the regression in specification III with lagged values of stock volatility (STOCKVOL) measured by the (demeaned) log range. Lagged stock volatility is highly significant and further improves the regression fit. The positive regime effect remains highly significant with a t-value of 21. The TICK DUMMY coefficient drops to 0.1246 and 0.1225 for the fixed and random effect models, respectively. This is not surprising. Inclusion of lagged dependent variables in the specification implies that the TICK DUMMY coefficient captures only the short-run effect of the regime change. We can recover the permanent tick size effect by rescaling the coefficient by the factor 1/(1 − P 7 i=1 β i ), where β i represents the coefficient on the lagged dependent variable STOCKVOL with lag i.
The long-run volatility effect of large ticks follows as 0.2308 and 0.2266 for the fixed and random effect models, respectively. The Hausman test does not reject the null hypothesis of equivalence of the regression coefficients. Under this preferred specification, we attribute a 23 percent increase in log range volatility to the exogenous tick size induced transaction cost increase. Table VII reports hourly log range volatility regressions conditional on above or below average hourly index volatility. Hourly index volatility is measured, like the hourly stock volatility, by hourly log percentage range. We report the parsimonious specification with fixed effects and also provide the coefficients on the intraday trading hour dummies.
Stock price volatility shows a distinct intraday pattern with the highest volatility in the first trading hour between 10.00 a.m. and 11.00 a.m. and the lowest volatility in the early afternoon between 1.00 p.m. and 2.00 p.m. The TICK DUMMY coefficient is 0.2741 on days of low index volatility and 0.2282 on days of high index volatility. The conditional panel regression, therefore, confirms that higher transaction cost differences across regimes translate into a higher volatility difference. Again, we find the positive structural linkage between exogenous transaction cost increases and higher financial price volatility reaffirmed.
We perform a variety of robustness checks on these regression results. Excluding 1 percent outliers in each tail of the volatility distribution did not qualitatively effect the results. Similarly, quantile regressions also produce a highly significant positive regime dummy effect under each of the above regression specifications. We can therefore assert that the results are not induced by a relatively small number of volatility outliers.
Conclusion
We analyze the causal linkage between transaction costs and financial price volatility using a cross-sectional identification of the transaction cost differences based on exogenous tick size regulation related to the stock price level. It is shown that an increase in the tick size at FF 500 in the French stock market increases the median effective spread, and therefore transaction costs, by approximately 20 percent for stocks in the CAC40 index.
This finding corresponds to qualitatively similar results in the existing literature. In a second step, we use these exogenous transaction cost differences to explore the volatility implication. Here the paper makes two important contributions to the existing literature.
First, the panel data structure allows us to identify and separately control for time changing volatility unlike the data structure available from one-time market-wide regulatory tick size changes. Second, we avoid the pitfalls of biased volatility measurement common in previous studies based on the standard deviation or variance of midprices. Instead, we use the so-called percentage range as a volatility metric which is unbiased with respect to price measurement under different tick size regimes. Our inference is therefore both statistically powerful and unbiased.
Our data sample yields 47,213 hourly range measures for all stocks in the CAC40 index trading around the tick size discontinuity at FF 500. Panel regressions with stock specific fixed effects show a statistically strong effect of the exogenous tick regime dummy on individual stock volatility even after controlling for market-wide volatility. The volatility increase attributed to the tick regime dummy and measured by the log hourly percentage range is more than 20 percent, and therefore of a similar magnitude as the tick size induced transaction cost increase.
We also confirm these findings in their conditional dimension with respect to marketwide volatility. Lower volatility of the leading French stock index (CAC40) tends to reduce the effective spreads and makes the tick size constraint for quotes above FF 500 more binding. The difference in the mean log effective spread between the two tick size regimes is therefore narrowing for higher market-wide volatility increases (Figure 4 ). Low market-wide volatility, therefore, accentuates the transaction cost difference between the two regimes. In accordance with a positive causal relationship between transaction costs and stock volatility, we find that the realized volatility differential between the two regimes also widens. The regime specific markup in the log range amounts to 0.274 and 0.228 under low and high index volatility, respectively. We therefore conclude that the effect of transaction costs on volatility is positive and significant, both statistically and economically. The general volatility increase registered for U.S. stock markets (Campbell, et al. (2000) ) is therefore unlikely to be explained by the important transaction cost decrease in the same markets over the last two decades. A more competitive tick size structure with lower feasible minimum price variations is, on the contrary, likely to reduce financial price volatility. On the policy side, security transaction costs should increase rather than decrease return volatility. Our volatility measures are likely to underestimate the destabilizing role of security transaction taxes since they − unlike large ticks − also reduce the stabilizing liquidity supply. In the light of our evidence and the liquidity supply argument, a Tobin tax should be deemed counterproductive.
On the larger issue of short-term speculation and financial price stability, our evidence supports Friedman's (1953) general defense of financial speculation. High transaction costs discourage short-term speculation, and this can explain why volatility increases whenever transaction costs increase. Reported are trading hours; the average number of daily trades (and subtrades), average daily volume (in millions of French francs), and average market capitalization (in billions of FF) for all stocks in the French CAC40 index which trade with prices between FF 400 and FF 600 for at least 20 hours over the 4-year period from January 1995 to December 1998. We distinguish hourly and daily trading periods according to the tick size regime to which each stock is subject. Stocks quoted in the price range from FF 400 to FF 500 are subject to a minimum tick size of FF 0.1 ("Small Ticks"), while stocks in the price range from FF 500 to FF 600 are subject to a minimum tick size of FF 1 ("Large Ticks").
Small Ticks
Large Ticks The distribution of the log effective spread is provided separately for trades and subtrades (in Panel A) and entire market orders (in Panel B) for all stocks in the French CAC40 index with a price range (in French Francs) from FF 400 to FF 600 over the 4-year period from January 1995 to December 1998. A market order can be partially excuted against various limit orders resulting in multiple subtrades. All effective spreads are calculated separately for stocks quoted in the price range from FF 400 to FF 500 subject to a minimum tick size of FF 0.1 ("Small Ticks") and stocks in the price range from FF 500 to FF 600 subject to a minimum tick size of FF 1 ("Large Ticks"). The distribution of the log effective spread on market orders is provided conditional on the volatility of the CAC40 index for all stocks composing this index with a price range (in French Francs) from FF 400 to FF 600 over the 4-year period from January 1995 to December 1998. We condition on all trading days with an index volatility below (Panel A) and above (Panel B) average daily index volatility. All effective spreads are calculated separately for stocks quoted in the price range from FF 400 to FF 500 subject to a minimum tick size of FF 0.1 ("Small Ticks") and stocks in the price range from FF 500 to FF 600 subject to a minimum tick size of FF 1 ("Large Ticks"). 
where P M s denotes the midprice between the best bid and ask quotes. The range measures are analyzed according to the tick size regime to which each stock is subject. Stocks quoted in the price range from FF 400 to FF 500 are subject to a minimum tick size of FF 0.1 ("Small Ticks"), while stocks in the price range from FF 500 to FF 600 are subject to a minimum tick size of FF 1 ("Large Ticks"). given as the arithmethic average between the best bid and ask price, we define the log percentage range as
Small
The distribution of the hourly log percentage range is provided according to the tick size regime to which each stock is subject. Stocks quoted in the price range from FF 400 to FF 500 are subject to a minimum tick size of FF 0.1 ("Small Ticks"), while stocks in the price range from FF 500 to FF 600 are subject to a minimum tick size of FF 1 ("Large Ticks"). Stock price volatility, measured by the hourly log percentage range of the quoted midprice (LRANGE), is calculated for all stocks in the French CAC40 index which trade for at least 20 hours in the price interval between FF 400 and FF 600 over the 4-year period from January 1995 to December 1998 and regressed on a dummy variable of the tick size regime (TICK DUMMY) as an exogenous transaction cost proxy. Stocks with "low transaction costs" in the price range from FF 400 to FF 500 are subject to a minimum tick size of FF 0.1 ("Small Ticks"), while stocks with "high transaction costs" in the price range from FF 500 to FF 600 are subject to a minimum tick size of FF 1 ("Large Ticks"). Fixed and random effect models are estimated for 3 specifications. LRANGE(INDEX) measures the (demeaned) hourly log percentage range of the CAC40 index and LRANGE(INDEX)(-1) the corresponding range lagged by one trading hour. LRANGE(-1) denotes the lagged (by 1 trading hour) and demeaned hourly log percentage range of the individual stock. Not reported are additional intraday dummies for each full trading hour (HOUR DUMMIES). Standard errors are provided in parentheses, and significance levels at 5 percent (*), 3 percent (**) and 1 percent (***) level are marked. Full trading hours for the period from January 1995 to December 1998 are split into high and a low volatility hours relative to the average hourly log percentage range of the CAC40 index (LRAMGE(INDEX)). For both subsamples, we regress the stock specific hourly log percentage range on a dummy variable of the tick size regime (TICK DUMMY) as an exogenous transaction cost proxy. Stocks with "low transaction costs" in the price range from FF 400 to FF 500 are subject to a minimum tick size of FF 0.1 ("Small Ticks"), while stocks with "high transaction costs" in the price range from FF 500 to FF 600 are subject to a minimum tick size of FF 1 ("Large Ticks"). Fixed effects for each stock and for each trading hour (HOUR DUMMY) are included. Standard errors are provided in parentheses, and significance levels at 5 percent (*), 3 percent (**) and 1 percent (***) level are marked. Figure 1 : The log effective spread is plotted for a random sample of 20,000 trades on stocks in the price range from FF 400 to FF 600. At FF 500, the minimal tick size increases from FF 0.1 to FF 1. A small amount of noise is added to each observation to render it visually distinguishable. The non-parametric kernel estimate of the mean log effective spread of executed orders is plotted separately for stocks subject to small and large ticks as a function of the log realized volatility of the CAC40 index on the same day. A random sample of 5,000 spread observations is added to illustrate the distribution. The non-parametric kernel estimate of the mean hourly log percentage range is plotted separately for stocks subject to small and large ticks as a function of the hourly log percentage range of the CAC40 index in the same trading hour. We also plot 5000 out of 47,213 hourly range measures.
